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TARA® Spa Therapy Introduces the new“TARA WELL BAR” 
Creating Wellness-Inspired Guest Experiences Beyond the Spa Doors 

 
Vista, California (August 1, 2021) – TARA® Spa Therapy, a leader and innovator in spa and wellness proudly 
introduces the “TARA® WELL BAR”, a stylish and smart mobile caddy that offers “grab and go” self-care products 

anywhere, anytime. The TARA® Well Bar doubles as a point of purchase kiosk, keeping wellness within reach, 
while also featuring engaging activities where guests can “create their own” aroma wellness blends to take 
home. These fun and creative activities are not dependent on a treatment room or a massage therapist and 
the bar can easily be rolled to poolside, bridal parties or group events.  
 
The TARA Well Bar promotes wellness lifestyle and self-care practice, by giving hotel and resort guests easy 
accessibility to eight collections of organic, holistic bath and body products to use daily, for home spa rituals. 
Choose from CALM for stress relief; REST for sleep and deep relaxation; RENEW for restoring depleted 
energy; BALANCE for centering and grounding; LOVE for nourishing and nurturing; RECOVER for 
soothing muscles and joints; DETOX for cleansing and purifying and IMMUNITY for supporting immune 
resilience. 
 
The Tara Spa Therapy WELL BAR is 20” wide x 36” long and 36” high and features six retail shelves for 
display, lockable drawers for storage of back stock, locking wheels for safety and a spacious countertop for 
interactive blending activities. 
 
“Now, more than ever before, maintaining and sustaining vital well-being is essential. Wellness lifestyle 
programs and self-care rituals must be at the core of our daily practice. And Tara Spa Therapy guides users 
on this path,” says Tara Grodjesk, Founder and President of Tara Spa Therapy. “The stunning, new TARA 
WELL BAR expands the possibilities for spas, hotels and resort properties.” 
 
About Tara Spa Therapy 
Inspiring holistic well-being for over 25 years,  
Tara Spa Therapy’s renowned pure and  
therapeutic products are used by spa  
professionals in world-class spas. This 
 impressive collection of organic and  
eco-conscious products are now more  
easily accessible to consumers, which  
the company envisions will encourage 
 healthy lifestyle practices to inspire  
balance and well-being.  


